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7. The Restoration of Freedom, Democracy, Sovereignty &
Scientific Truth in Australia - Identifying The Failings And Moving
Forward

Introduction
The Galileo Movement is a voluntary, independent and nonaligned apolitical group of
volunteers dedicated to restoring scientific integrity to climate science and dedicated to
implementation by government of honest policy based on empirical scientific evidence.

It's clear for all to see that climate science is corrupted. It's self-evident that corruption is
driven in large part by dishonest and/or weak national governance. Climate policy has
severe future ramifications on governance and freedom. Australia's sovereignty is
threatened by politically-driven falsehoods from UN agencies and Australian government
agencies funded by taxpayers. As a result efforts to restore scientific integrity encroach
politics.

UN Agenda 21 in particular is a highly politicised umbrella campaign encompassing three
parts:

biodiversity;
sustainability;
fraudulent climate alarm as the crisis used to stir public support.

All three parts rely on claims contradicting empirical scientific evidence. UN Agenda 21 is
a politically driven campaign to undermine Australian sovereignty and governance.

Graham Williamson is a private citizen whose immense dedicated work aims to inform and
hold accountable politicians and advocates of cutting human CO2. Prior to posting his
documents he readily agreed to posting his personal declaration of interests, below.

As a non-political group, The Galileo Movement Advises that statements in Graham's
already widely circulated documents are not necessarily those of The Galileo Movement.

We are pleased though to share Graham Williamson's carefully researched articles.

Graham Williamson interviewed by Leon Pittard on fairdinkumradio.com.

Loss Of Independence And Integrity: The Decline Of The CSIRO And The Agendas
Behind That Decline (PDF 1,138KB) 
"It is readily seen, from a deep and extensive study of the scientific and political literature,
that the scientific impartiality, reliability, and integrity of Australia's prime national research
body - the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) has
been seriously compromised - particularly with respect to climate science and the notion of
anthropogenic global warming (AGW)...."

Agenda 21 Implementation in Australia: Its Undemocratic Bipartisan Basis &
Attempts by Politicians to Shut the Debate Down (PDF 2,985KB) 
"This paper is about Agenda 21 and its implementation in Australia. Its primary purpose is
to examine the implementation process and assess its democratic foundations and
whether the public have truly been permitted to make an informed democratic choice. Its
secondary purpose is to evaluate whether Agenda 21 is beneficial and necessary for
Australians...."

Media Entertainment & Arts Alliance Supports Media Survey Which Is Not Interested
In Factual Accuracy About Science Of Climate Change (PDF 755KB) 
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"First ACIJ report into climate policy not interested in truth, only anti-government bias, but
why the delay in the second report into climate science? The purpose of this paper is to
document the shortcomings of the ACIJ survey of the media coverage of climate change,
A sceptical climate - media coverage of climate change in Australia, and examine the
response of both the ACIJ and the Media Entertainment & Arts Alliance (MEAA) to these
shortcomings...."

An Analysis of the Anti-Australian Initiatives of the Australian Government & Their
Globalisation Agenda (PDF 1,004KB) 
"This paper demonstrates various ways in which the Australian government has put the
interests of Australia last in the interests of globalisation & the instructions of the UN.
Though some consider the Australian government to be incompetent or 'accident prone',
the evidence indicates their actions are planned & deliberate & their purpose is to promote
globalisation, certainly not strengthen Australia's autonomy & independence. This being
the case, it is concluded they are performing their task brilliantly...."

UN Agenda 21 (AG21) In Brief (PDF 425KB) 
"AG21 is a foreign United Nations (UN) program aimed at controlling all aspects of
people's lives. It reduces or eliminates individual human rights such as private property
rights. AG21 is a UN program adopted by the Keating government in 1992, later ratified by
the Howard government, & implemented by successive federal, state & local governments
of all political persuasions ever since. In 20 years of implementation, neither of the two
major political parties has declared AG 21 as official policy, nor given voters a democratic
choice...."

Failure of the Mainstream Media & The Scientific Fraud of Climate Change & Per
Capita Emissions (PDF 521KB) 
"Although the mainstream media has been used to demonise or vilify anyone who dares to
oppose the government's version of climate science or the CO2 tax, this information has
been excluded from media studies such as the ACIJ Bacon study. Indeed, so intense has
been the need to shut down the climate change debate that any opponents, or so called
'sceptics', may be linked to paedophilia and sexual abuse of children, as being 'holocaust
deniers'...."

Agenda 21 & Failure of Democracy in Australia - White-anting of the Legal System
to Transfer Property Rights to Plants & the Environment (PDF 858KB) 
"Councils around the country are busy transferring private property rights of landowners,
piece by piece, to the plants or 'eco system' of which the property is comprised. Councils
are busy putting so many obstacles and restrictions on landowners their land is becoming
virtually unusable and worthless. The value of local land owner's properties is being
reduced without compensation - akin to taking money from their bank accounts without
permission, once called stealing...."

Climate Commission Abandons Science Again - Response to "Critical Decade,
International Action on Climate Change" report (PDF 464KB) 
"The Australian government has enforced upon Australians the highest carbon dioxide
price in the world for no clear environmental or climatic benefit. And now, in a further
attempt to try and justify their failed unscientific climate policy, Climate Commissioners Tim
Flannery, Roger Beale, and Gerry Hueston have released their brand new report...."

Agenda 21, Councils & Property Rights (PDF 742KB) 
"Agenda 21, or the Agenda for the 21st century, was adopted at the United Nations Earth
Summit or United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) at Rio
in 1992 and formed the basis of Australia's National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable
Development (NSESD). It was approved by Ros Kelly of the Labor Party and later by
Robert Hill and John Howard. Although Agenda 21 is a soft law document that has no
solid basis in Australian law, in practice the provisions of Agenda 21 have been
enthusiastically embraced and implemented by all levels of government in Australia,
particularly local government...."

Submission Re the Human Rights and Anti-Discrimination Bill 2012 (PDF 301KB) 
"The Human Rights and Anti-Discrimination Bill undermines free speech, freedom of
religion, freedom of association and natural justice. It should be rejected, or amended.
Surrendering Human Rights Control to the UN. Since the need to surrender human rights
control to foreign agencies has not been established, the Bill must be amended by
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deleting Division 2, Section 3 of the Bill...."

Proposed Australian Referendum to Strengthen Local Councils (PDF 472KB) 
"Greens & Government want referendum to gain more control over local Councils. The
current Labor government plans to conduct a referendum at the next election to
constitutionally recognise and give more rights to local councils. The commitment to hold a
referendum was part of an agreement signed by the Greens Party and the ALP in order to
form government...."

Mob Mentality, Groupthink, & Climate Change Hysteria (PDF 415KB) 
"Most sensible people who are not financially dependent upon the climate change gravy
train are sensible enough to fully realise man cannot control climate and extreme weather.
Yet, incredible though it may seem, there still remain some, who are otherwise intelligent,
who still believe the claims of reversible impending human caused climatic destruction of
the entire globe. How can this be? What drives people to cling to such strange and
extreme beliefs?...."

Pathway to World Government - Creating the Need: The United Nations Strategy -
Creating the Problem to Provide the Solution (PDF 418KB) 
"Recognising the problem: strength and independence of countries must be destroyed and
replaced by weakness and interdependence. In the 1960's Australia was a prosperous
independent country with almost unlimited opportunities. The first step is to undermine this
success, prosperity and independence so a solution is needed...."

Pathway to World Government - Essential Steps to Overcome Democracy &
Sovereignty (PDF 444KB) 
"Now the problem of global fragility and global financial chaos has been successfully
created, what is the best way to overcome the restrictions of democracy and sovereignty
to enforce the global revolution? Clearly a global government is not possible while there
are effective national borders and anti-global restrictions of national sovereignty still
operate...."

Submission re the Clean Energy (carbon dioxide tax) Legislation (PDF 864KB) 
"To the persons responsible for the carbon tax bills, after a cursory reading of said bills
please receive my submission as follows. As an Australian citizen by birth, I .... am deeply
concerned that the proposed laws are unsound, have no factual or scientific foundation,
undemocratic, discriminatory, and the intent and workings of the proposed law is
fundamentally dishonest and deceptive...."

Submission re the NSW Native Vegetation Regulation (PDF 204KB) 
"I am concerned about serious problems with the native vegetation laws. I am concerned
that the current Review has ignored major economic, social and environmental costs
imposed by the Native Vegetation Regulation. I am concerned that the proposed changes
do not guarantee important protections for landholders and local communities. Protection
of private property rights must be strengthened but the new proposals make no
commitment in this regard. Government moves to erode property rights and devalue
private land by rezoning are fundamentally unjust, divisive, and unsustainable...."

Government Contradicts Science in Undemocratically Enforcing C02 Tax
(PDF 544KB) 
"The Climate Commissioners, the Australian Academy of Science, CSIRO and BOM have
all agreed with independent scientists and sceptics that the science of AGW is definitely
NOT settled. The government however, has contradicted this and introduced a C02 tax
without scientific justification...."

Climate Commission Fails To Support Claims Regarding Health Consequences Of
Human Caused Global Warming: Failure in Duty to Accurately Inform Necessitates
Disbanding the Commission (PDF 870KB) 
"This paper documents some of the alarming claims made regarding the supposed health
consequences of alleged human caused global warming and the amazing refusal or
inability of experts to back up their claims...."

Response To Climate Commission Report - "Off the charts: Extreme Australian
Summer Heat" (PDF 591KB) 
"This paper examines the latest Climate Commission report entitled, "Off the charts:
Extreme Australian summer heat", and its evidential basis. The Commission report is
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assessed against its stated purpose, which is to highlight the connection between what is
termed 'climate change', and the 2012-13 Australian heat wave and resultant bush
fires...."

3 Strikes & Struck Out? The Climate Commission Fails in its Duty as a Supplier of
Accurate, Factual Information About Climate Change (PDF 628KB) 
"Since the government established the Climate Commission to supply the public with
accurate, reliable information regarding the science of climate change, this paper
examines three Climate Commission reports in order to assess their accuracy. The three
Climate Commission reports considered are, The Off the charts: Extreme Australian
summer heat report, The Critical Decade, International Action on Climate Change report,
and The Critical Decade, Climate Change & Health report...."

Australia Surrenders! Subversion of Democracy by Treaties & UN Controlled Local
Community Groups, Councils & NGOs (PDF 575KB) 
"The purpose of this paper is to examine the status of Australian democracy and
sovereignty under the constant assault from globalists and the UN...."

Climate Change: Final Political Humiliation As IPCC Joins CSIRO & Independent
Scientists To Contradict Government (PDF 558KB) 
"This paper examines the extent to which the Australian government continues to
contradict science and reality in their attempts to justify climate policy and a CO2 tax. If
government policy is falsely based upon science, and deliberately misrepresents science
and scientists, then legal action is warranted...."

Agenda 21: Ending The Deception & Moving Forward (PDF 879KB) 
"The choice is clear: continue to surrender Australia as required by AG21 or reclaim
Australia's democracy, sovereignty & prosperity...."

Agenda 21: Conspiracy Or Reality? (PDF 481KB) 
"Politicians have their say, in their own words, about the foreign programme they have
been undemocratically implementing for 20 years...."

Before using his extensively referenced reports we requested the author to declare his
personal interests. Graham immediately agreed:

Declaration of interests: I am a small business owner, involved in
wholesaling, and my only vested interest is in the future stability,
cohesiveness, freedom, democracy, environmental preservation, and
economic security of this wonderful country.

My involvement in the global warming/climate change debate has been
entirely voluntary and at my own cost and I have no financial interest in global
warming or associated energy industries. I also have no financial interest in
exposing the IPCC, the CSIRO, or associated proponents of AGW alarm. I am
not a member of any political party or any organisation with financial or
political interests in the outcome of the global warming debate.

Graham Williamson 
22nd May 2012
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